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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Financial management is the responsibility for obtain-

ing and effectively utilizing the funds necessary for the

efficient operation of an enterprise.

The decision-making process of the financial manager

includes the evaluation of many relevant factors. One of the

most significant factors, and generally the starting point in

a financial analysis, is the accounting data of the firm.

From the evaluation of the accounting data, direction for the

financial manager is given to factors which require further

analysis before an intelligent decision can be reached.

Therefore, at an early stage in the financial analysis proc-

ess, accounting data provide the basis for efficient results.

Financial statements derived from accounting data

processed in accordance with generally accepted accounting

principles in past years have come under the scrutiny and

criticism of the users of these statements. The basic crit-

icisms expressed are that these statements do not accurately

disclose the current position of the business, and that the

reported net income is a residual amount resulting from both

operating Income and capital gains rather than merely an

J. Fred Weston, Managerial Finance (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1962) , p. 17
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operating gain.

Many efforts have been and continue to be made toward

resolving the controversy surrounding' these statements. Sug-

gested methods, partial and complete, have come from account-

ants, economists, and others. Some of these methods have been

accepted by the accounting profession for use in accounting

for and presenting the financial information of a firm. Re-

search by the accounting profession continues to be conducted

in an effort to resolve the problems associated with these

criticisms.

Edgar 0. Edwards and Philip W. Bell have developed a

theory of business income and the related techniques of ap-

plication to measure business income. Their concept repre-

sents an extensive effort and a comprehensive solution to the

attendant problems in the determination of business income.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the effect of

these concepts upon financial analyses by using statements

prepared in accordance with the theory and techniques of ap-

plication advanced by Edwards and Bell.

Objectives

The objectives of this paper are: 1) to revise the

financial statements of Wholesalers, Inc., in accordance with

2Edgar 0. Edwards and Philip W. Bell, The Theory and
Measurement of Business I ncome (Berkeley and Los An roles
California: Univorsity of California Press, 196^)
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the Edwards and Bell theory; 2) to compute selected financial

indicators from the revised financial statements of Whole-

salers, Inc.; and 3) to evaluate the effect of the Edwards

and Bell theory, were it to be accepted by the accounting

profession, upon the financial analyses currently employed

by financial managers.

Methodology

The securing of the cooperation of a business firm,

their financial statements, and selected accounting data was

necessary as the initial step to achieve the first objective

of this paper. A wholesale grocery operation, centrally lo-

cated in the United States, which distributes grocery prod-

ucts to retail outlets was selected. The identity of the

firm was not to be disclosed, and therefore, the name of

Wholesalers, Inc., was assigned to the cooperating firm.

The fiscal years ending in 1961]., 1965, and 1966 were

selected for purposes of this paper. The material supplied

by Wholesalers, Inc., consisted of their annual reports for

the years 1962 through 1966 and additional accounting data

supplied via telephone interviews with the Financial Vice

President. The data and information necessary for the scope

of this paper are limited by the confidential nature as they

related to the operation of the business.

The application of the Edwards and Bell theory re-

quires the use of specific prices for assets, viz.,
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inventories and fixed assets. Due to the enormous task of

securing the large volume of prices necessary for this firm's

type of operation and the subsequent magnitude of the compu-

tational work necessary to process the data, specific price

indices were used for that purpose. The indices used for

the inventories were the U. S. Department of Labor indices

for wholesale prices of processed foods and feed (Table I).

Current costs were established in this manner for use in the

necessary inventory adjustments.

The fixed assets and related depreciation were ana-

lyzed to determine a realistic method of computing the nec-

essary adjustments for those items. Specific price adjust-

ments were computed by using the U. S. Department of Labor

indices for wholesale prices of durable goods (Table I). As-

set expenditures and depreciation were reported as net amounts

in the data and information available. Also, because of ex-

pansion and diversification, additions were made to fixed

assets through several types of acquisitions. The amount of

fixed assets at the end of the 1963 fiscal year was treated

as the base group amount. The reconciliation of the fixed

asset net balance for each current year with the prior year

resulted in an unidentified amount. That amount was deter-

mined to result from acquisitions and was added to the base

group

.

Computations to determine- the annual depreciation ap-

plicable to each year's group of net asset expenditures were
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made using the declining balance method at twice the

straight-line rate based on an average life of ten years for

the group. Depreciation for one-half of each year's group

of net asset expenditures was computed for a full year and

one-half year's depreciation was taken on the balance. The

difference that existed between the reported net depreciation

amount and the amount applicable to the new group was as-

signed to the base group plus acquisitions.

TABLE I

,E PRICE
(1957-59 = 100)

WHOLESALE PRICE INDICES*

Item 1963 1961; 1965 1966

Foods and feeds, processed 101.1 101.0 106.7 113.0

Durable goods 101.0 102.!+ 103.7 106.0

aSee Appendix Q.

All of the price indices used in this paper were ad-

justed to establish 1963 as the base year since the determi-

nation of changes in the specific and general price indices

required the establishment of base year indices and 1961; was

the beginning year for the determination of these changes.

The adjustment of long-term dobt to market value was

determined by using the interest rate for total bond and

stock yields for corporate bonds (Table II). This adjustment

required the computation of the present value of the long-term
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debt using the current market rate of interest. Interpola-

tion was necessary to secure the proper present value factor

from the present value tables.

TABLE II

ID STOCK 1

CORPORATE BONDS-TOTAL
BOND AND STOCK YIELDSa

Rate

Year Percent
Per Annum

1961+ h.Sl

1965 hM
1966 £.?!+

See Appendix S.

Specific and general price indices do not always

change the same amount or even move in the same direction

during a period of time. The Edwards and Bell theory recog-

nizes the resulting differences between the movement of the

specific price indices and the general price indices in its

application to accounting data. The computation of these

differences was made through the use of the U . S. Department

of Labor indices for consumer prices of all items (Table

III) . This is the price index recommended by the Edwards

and Bell theory.^

3Ibid.
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The substitution of specific price indices for spe-

cific prices and the determination of the fixed asset compo-

sition represents the only deviation from the method of

securing data used by Edwards and Bell. The results achieved

by the methods employed in this paper appear to be reasonable

and the minor changes in methodology does not distort the

objectives or conclusions.

TABLE III

a
CONSUMER PRICE INDICES

(1957-59 = 100)

Item 1963 196U 1965 1966

All items 106.7 108.1 109.9 113.1

aSee Appendix R.

The adjustments were introduced into their respective

accounts, and a balance sheet and an income statement for

each year (Appendices N-l thru P-3) were prepared using the

adjusted balances. These statements supplied the necessary

information for computing financial analysis data to achieve

the second objective of this paper.

The above computations produced a set cf comparative

financial information (Appendices L-l thru M-3) for each yea:

to be used as the basis for satisfying the final objective.

A glossary (Appendix T) was prepared as an aid to the

interpretation and understanding of the terms used in this

paper.
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THE EDWARDS AND BELL THEORY

The theory advanced by Edwards and Bell is an attempt

to satisfy the needs and requests of the users of accounting

data by extending the traditional accounting system to pro-

vide additional information. This new information supplements

the historical accounting data to provide users with new areas

of interpretation and the flexibility required of such re-

source data in a dynamic environment. Recognizing the ob-

jections expressed concerning prior efforts to meet these

characteristics of accounting data, the theory is carefully

evolved to eliminate or minimize these points of contention.

The techniques of application are designed to permit

end-of-period adjustments. The introduction of new accounts

in the chart of accounts preserves the conventional account-

ing data and clearly delineates these adjustments in the

accounting system.

Accounting Limitations

Current accounting conventions impose three major

limitations upon the accounting data presented in financial

statements. These limitations are summarized by Edwards and



Bell^" as follows:

1. Within the framework of present accounting
practices, no capital gains or losses are recorded
as they arise, i.e., as individual prices change;
this limitation in turn has three main implications:

a) The capital gains (losses) for any one
period are incomplete; i.e., they are not recog-
nized until the assets are sold or used in the
production of goods which are sold, and profit
is therefore understated ( over stated)

;

b) Some capital gains (losses) of former
periods are recognized as capital gains (losses)
of this period when assets which have risen in
price over an extended period of time are sold
in this period, thus over stating ( understating)
profit;

c) Balance sheet values are badly distorted.

2. Capital gains and losses which are realized
through use of an asset whose price has changed and
the subsequent sale of the product for which the
asset was used are included as part of normal oper-
ating profit although the profit results from hold-
ing activities rather than using activities per se;
this difficulty stems from keeping records at orig-
inal purchase cost with the result, for example,
that one of the expense deductions from operating
revenue is depreciation based on the historic cost
value of the fixed asset.

3. There is no recognition of changes in the
general price level and thus no separation of real
and fictional elements in reported profit figures
as well as no true statement of real net worth on
the balance sheet.

The objective of the Edwards and Bell theory and tech-

niques of application is to produce financial statements void

of these limitations.

TTbid , . p. 10. Underscoring indicates italics in the
original; parentheses used in the original.
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The Theory

The theory developed by Edwards and Bell is based upon

the recognition of current costs and current values. These

current amounts arise as the result of specific price move-

ments of items in the accounts of the business. Also, finan-

cial activities and events affecting the business are clearly

identified on a current period basis.

A careful separation is made of operating income and

capital gains. Changes in the current amounts which result

from operating activities of the firm are classified as op-

erating income. Holding activities of the business which re-

flect changes in the current amounts are presented as capital

gains S
The final phase of the theory is devoted to presenting

financial information in real amounts. This is accomplished

by employing a sharp distinction between changes in the prices

of individual asset and liability items and changes in the

^The income tax liability of a firm is computed on the

basis of the firm's ordinary income and capital gains. Cur-
rently a k.Q% rate is applied to ordinary income and capital
gains are taxed at the rate of 2$%. The refined distinction
and separation of capital gains from ordinary income employed
by the Edwards and Bell method produces a material difference
between conventional ordinary income and Edwards and Bell
ordinary income. During periods of rising prices, conventional
ordinary income is greater than Edwards and Bell ordinary in-
come because the former includes amounts treated as capital
gains by the Edwards and Bell method. Therefore, the income
tax liability is the greater for the conventional accounting
method since ordinary income is taxed at a higher rate than
capital gains.
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genera 1 price level.

Techniques of Application

The first limitation is overcome by adjusting the ac-

counting data to a current basis through the use of specific

prices and interest rates applicable to their respective

items in the accounts of the business. This procedure recog-

nizes capital gains as they accrue, reports capital gains in

the period in which they occur, and presents undistorted bal-

ance sheet values

.

Operating income is separated from capital gains by

using the current basis in the computation of the cost of

sales, depreciation expense, and interest expense. In this

manner , the second limitation is eliminated from the finan-

cial s tatements

.

The recognition of changes in the general price level

• by adjusting the profit and equity amounts resolves the third

limita tion. The movement in the consumer general price index

is applied to these amounts to convert them into real amounts.

Specific Problems

Present accounting practices report several levels of

profit in the presentation of the conventional income state-

ment

.

Gross profit on sales, net operating income, and net

income are typical titles given to these profit levels. Also,

a distinction is made between net income and capital gains;
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however, only a partial application of this distinction is

reflected in their respective reported amounts. Thus, these

profit levels contain an element of operating profits and an

element of capital gains.

This commingling of operating profits and capital

gains can be seen by analyzing the different levels of profit

and examining the effects of specific operating activities

and financial transactions upon them. A period of rising

prices is assumed for purposes of this discussion. Also, two

definitions of accounting terminology need to be reviewed to

establish the basis for the distinction and separation of op-

erating profits and capital gains. Operating profit is

achieved by the firm performing the activities and functions

directly relating to their primary business objective for

which the revenues received exceed the expenses incurred in

the generating of the revenues. A capital gain results from

holding an asset over a period of time during which the mar-

ket price of 'the asset increases and a gain is realized on

the disposal of the asset.

The computation of gross profit on sales includes the

cost of the beginning and ending inventories. Since in nor-

mal operations a portion of the inventory is carried forward

from one fiscal period to the next, its current cost is higher

than its recorded historic cost. Also, the portion of the

ending inventory acquired earlier in the fiscal period is

subject to the same cost change. The difference between the
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current and historic cost of the inventory arises as a result

of holding these portions of inventory acquisitions over a

period of time and not from adding value to them from opera-

tions of the firm. This is precisely the definition of a

capital gain.

Conventional accounting practices cost the inventories

at their historic cost, a lower amount than current cost, in

the computation of gross profit on sales. Therefore, gross

profit on sales is overstated in the case of the beginning

inventory and the ending inventory contributes to an under-

statement of this profit. The difference between current and

historic cost of the inventory is a capital gain. Therefore,

gross profit on sales does not represent a "pure" amount of

operating profit.

The selling, general, and administrative expenses are

deducted from gross profit on sales in the calculation of net

operating profit. Depreciation expense is included in this

category of expenses. Conventional accounting practices re-

cord depreciable assets at their historic cost and this cost

serves as the basis for the computation of depreciation ex-

pense. The difference between the current and historic cost

of the depreciable assets occurs as a result of the firm hold-

ing the assets over a period of time. This difference consti-

tutes a capital gain. Conventional accounting practices

transforms this capital gain into operating profit by recog-

nizing a lesser amount of depreciation expense based upon the
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lower historic cost. Net operating profit is overstated by

the amount of the capital gain.

Financing the operations of a business in our present

economy involves the use of borrowed funds at a fixed rate

of interest for most firms. Generally, these funds are bor-

rowed for extended periods of time. The interest expense on

these funds is part of the deduction from net operating

profit for the period. Interest rates fluctuate in the money

market over a period of time thereby changing the cost of the

borrowed funds to the firm. Conventional accounting practices

use the contract rate of interest adjusted for any premium or

discount in computing the interest expense for the period.

Since interest rates may change above or below the contract

rate, the interest expense recognized may be either over-

stated or understated and an opposite effect results in the

reported net profit.

As interest rates increase in the money market, the

net funds from borrowing at a fixed rate of interest de-

creases. Assuming the firm has borrowed funds at a contract

rate of interest lower than the current market rate of in-

terest, the firm actually has more funds for operations than

it could secure at the present time at the contract rate.

The difference between the amount of borrowed funds and the

amount of current funds available results from the firm hold-

ing a debtor position over a period of time. This represents

a capital gain to the firm. Conventional accounting practices
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do not recognize this gain and capital gains would be under-

stated in this instance.

Capital gains are not recognized in the fiscal period

in which they accrue by conventional accounting practices.

This situation can be clearly demonstrated by examining the

acquisition and disposition of a nondepreciable asset. As-

suming the asset is acquired at the beginning of the fiscal

period, the recorded historic cost will be less than its cur-

rent cost at the end of the period and each subsequent period

until its disposition. Therefore, the holding of the asset

over a period of time has generated a capital gain. Conven-

tional accounting practices do not recognize this capital

gain until the disposition of the asset.

This discussion serves to point out several examples,

although not exhaustive, of how conventional accounting prac-

tices mix profits and capital gains in the determination of

net income and fail to report the actual capital gains for

the period. It should also be noted that these practices do

not state the current balance for numerous balance sheet ac-

counts. The misstatement of balances will occur in any ac-

count which includes an asset or liability that is carried

forward in the operation of the business from one period to

one or more future periods. Also, relevant capital accounts

will be misstated.
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Specific Solutions

The Edwards and Bell method adjusts all accounting

data to a current basis to overcome these problems attendant

to conventional accounting practices. The majority of the

transactions' of a business occuring within a fiscal period

are treated on a current basis by the Edwards and Bell method,

This handling is justified because the money received and the

value disbursed and/or the money disbursed and the value re-

ceived occurs within the fiscal period. Therefore, the

Edwards and Bell theory is applicable to those transactions

involving more than one fiscal period in the receipt or dis-

bursement of their value.

The distortion in the reported balance sheet amounts

is eliminated by stating these balances in current amounts.

The application of the Edwards and Bell theory to the pre-

viously cited problems demonstrates how their method sepa-

rates operating profits and capital gains, states amounts on

a current basis, and recognizes capital gains in the period

in which they accrue .

The items in the ending inventory are adjusted to

their current cost by using their prevailing market price at

the close of the fiscal period. The difference between their

current cost and historic and/ or prior current cost is en-

tered in a valuation adjustment account and it is recognized

as a capital gain for the period. The stating of the
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inventories at current cost results in the computation of a

gross profit on sales amount representing the actual profit

derived from this operating activity of the firm.

The market price at the close of the fiscal period or

the valuation amount as of that date is used to adjust the

depreciable assets to their current cost. A valuation adjust-

ment account is used to record the difference between their

current cost and historic and/or prior current cost. This

difference represents a recognized capital gain for the pe-

riod. The current cost serves as the basis for the calcula-

tion of the depreciation expense for the period. Thus,

depreciation expense in the income statement is stated in

terms of its current cost.

The valuation of long-term borrowed funds and the re-

lated interest expense is accomplished in several steps. The

present value of the funds is computed by using present value

tables and the market rate of interest. The difference be-

tween the present value of the funds and the amount of funds

actually borrowed is recognized in a valuation adjustment

account. Also, a capital gain is recorded as a result of

this adjustment. The interest expense for the period is

stated on a current basis by adjusting the amount computed

using the contract rate to the amount computed based on the

market rate of interest.

Other long-lived assets are adjusted to their current

market price and/or valuation amount with the adjustment
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being recorded In a valuation adjustment account. These cap-

ital gains are recognized in the period in which they accrue.

The preceding techniques of application of the Edwards

and Bell method demonstrate how their theory overcomes the

major limitations of conventional accounting practices. The

limitation of no real statement of net profit and net worth

is eliminated by the Edwards and Bell method through a gen-

eral price level adjustment of the differences between cur-

rent cost and historic and/or prior current cost. In every

case where an adjustment is necessary, the Edwards and Bell

method uses a special account to record the amount of the

adjustment. This results in the conventional accounting

records being left intact, and historic costs are not de-

stroyed.
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FINANCIAL RATIO COMPARISON

The financial ratios computed from the accounting

data of Wholesalers, Inc., for the fiscal years ending in

1961;, 1965, and 1966 consisted of a ratio calculation for

each accounting method, where applicable, for each year.

This information provided the basis for observing the dif-

ferences, if any, that existed between the ratios computed

from the two sources of accounting data. The factors causing

the differences were determined for further analysis and

evaluation.

Realizing that an almost unlimited number of ratios

can be computed from accounting data, a set of representative

ratios was selected for purposes of this paper. The ratios

are compared and discussed in four general groups. The

groupings are: 1) liquidity ratios; 2) leverage ratios; 3)

activity ratios; and I4.) profitability ratios. These groups

denote the areas of concern to the financial manager.

Liquidity Ratios

The effect of the Edwards and 3ell theory upon the

liquidity ratios (Table IV) of Wholesalers, Inc., was intro-

duced through the account balances for the inventories and

the current portion of long-term debt. The adjustments neces-

sitated by the movement of the specific price level index for
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the inventories and of the market rate of interest produced

new balances in these accounts for the Edwards and Bell data

TABLE IV

WHOLESALERS, INC., LIQUIDITY RATI0S
a

Edwards and Bell
Conventional Current Cost

Ratio Accounting
Money Real

Current Ratio (x):
1961; z.kb Z.kk 2.1+1;

1965 2.33 2.34 2.3k
1966 2.k$ 2.1+6 2.1+6

Quick Ratio (x)

:

196k 1.00 1.00 1.00

1965 .91 .91 .91

1966 .89 .89 .89

Acid-Test Ratio (x)

:

1961+ .39 .39 .39

1965 .32 .32 .32

1966 .21 .21 .21

Inventory to Working
Capital (%):
1961; 100.31 100.35 100.35
1965 IOI4..98 101+.99 101;. 99
1966 103.31 103.25 103.25

aSee Appendices L-l thru L-3.

The current ratio is the basic indicator in a finan-

cial analysis of a firm's liquidity. The Edwards and Bell

data for this ratio reflected the combined effect of the mar-

ket value of the inventories and of the current portion of

long-term debt. Even though there was an increase in the

market value of the debt with no price movement of the in-

ventories, the change was relatively minor, and the ratio
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for I96I4. was the same for the conventional method and for the

Edwards and 3ell method. However, for 1965 and 1966, this

relationship changed, due mainly to an increase in the market

value of the inventories. A slight trend toward higher in-

terest rates caused the market value of the debt to decrease

adding to the increase in this ratio. A continuation of

these trends existed for 1966 with the difference in the cur-

rent ratio for the two methods remaining the same.

No difference in the quick ratios for each method was

observed for each year being studied as the inventories are

eliminated from this calculation. The changes in the market

value of the debt were too insignificant to affect the Ed-

wards and Bell ratios.

The acid- test ratios for the two methods were the same

each year, due to the negligible effect in the Edwards and

Bell data of the minor change in the market value of the debt.

The inventory to working capital ratio computed from

the Edwards and Bell data for 1961}. was higher than the ratio

applicable to the conventional data for that year. This dif-

ference was caused by the increased market value of the debt

reducing the working capital in the Edwards and 3ell data.

The same relationship existed between the ratios for 1965;

however, the degree of difference was reduced, due to the in-

crease in the market value of the inventories for the Edwards

and Bell method. For 1966, this relationship had reversed

itself and the greatest disparity during the three years
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existed between these ratios. The combined effect of an in-

crease in the market value of the inventories and a decrease

in the market value of the debt, recognized by the Edwards

and Bell theory, resulted in this difference.

Leverage Ratios

All of the factors recognized by the Edwards and Bell

theory as requiring adjustment were reflected in the leverage

ratios (Table V) computed from the Edwards and Bell data for

Wholesalers, Inc.

The decrease in the market rate of interest had the

greatest impact on the total liabilities to total equity

ratio for the Edwards and Bell data for 196I4. . Although a

lesser amount of interest expense was recognized, and there

was an increase in the market value of the fixed assets for

the Edwards and Bell method, the effect of the adjustment to

the total liabilities resulted in a higher ratio for the Ed-

wards and Bell data. This ratio for 1965 and 1966 was higher

for the conventional data. The change was due, in most part,

to the inventories increasing in market value for the Edwards

and Bell method. The market value of the fixed assets con-

tinued its upward movement during both years for the Edwards

and Bell data. The effect of the market rate of interest

upon this ratio was reversed for the Edwards and Bell method

as an Increasing trend prevailed for 1965, and, for 1966,

this rate had exceeded the fixed rate of interest applicable
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to the major portion of the long-term debt. The combination

of the above factors, recognized in the Edwards and 3ell

method, resulted in the differences observed between the ra-

tios for both years.

TABLE V

WHOLESALERS, INC., LEVERAGE RATI0S
a

Edwards and Bell

T^ _ J~ J

Conventional Current Cost
Ratio Accounting

Money Real

Total Liabilities to
Total Equity (%):
1961; 100.60 102.59 102.59
1965 83.10 ' 82.77 82.77
1966 80.80 78.11; 78.11;

Interest Coverage (x):
1961; 30.51; 35.70 35.70
1965 2k. 36 23.21 23.21
1966 27.96 22 .1l7 22.kl

Preferred Dividend
Coverage (x):
1961; 2k. 98 28.32 28.32
1965 21.73 20.51 20.51
1966 - -

Current Liabilities to
Common Stock Equity {%]I:

1961; 69.07 69.72 69.75
1965 63.10 62.1+3 62.1+7
1966 59.U-9 57.82 57.82

Fixed Assets to Total
Equity [%):
1961; 37.25 37.85 37.85
1965 37.26 37.73 37.73
1966 32.85 33.1+8 33.1+8

a
See Appendices L-l thru L-3

The amount of preferred dividends is the same for both

methods, due to their recognition on a current amount basis
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by the Edwards and Bell theory. Therefore, since the inter-

est coverage ratio and the preferred dividend coverage ratio

consist of the same factors, with the exception of the in-

clusion of preferred dividends in the latter ratio, the dif-

ferences can be compared and discussed jointly.

The financial operating profit computed in accordance

with conventional accounting methods was greater than the

Edwards and Bell amount. This was due to a rising current

amount basis existing for those factors reflected in the com-

putation of the Edwards and Bell financial operating profit.

These factors were the recognition of the market value of the

inventories causing the cost of sales to increase and the mar-

ket value of the fixed assets requiring the recording of a

greater amount of depreciation expense.

In addition to those factors affecting the Edwards and

Bell ratios, the market rate of interest contributed signif-

icantly to the cause for differences to exist between the ra-

tios computed for the two methods each year. This rate was

considerably lower than the fixed rate of interest applicable

to the major portion of the long-term debt for I96J4.. The re-

sulting lesser amount of interest expense, recognized by the

Edwards and Bell method, contributed to the ratio being the

higher for the Edwards and Bell data.

The market rate of Interest began to rise In 1965 and

continued to move upward through 1966. The Edwards and Boll

ratio was loss than the conventional ratio for 1965 even
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though the market rate of interest was still lower than the

fixed rate of interest pertaining to the major portion of the

long-term debt. This relationship reflected the effect of

the increased cost of sales resulting from the increase in

the market value of the inventories being recognized by the

Edwards and Bell method. For 1966, the market rate of inter-

est increased to a point greater than the fixed rate of in-

terest applicable to the major portion of the long-term debt.

This movement added to the effect of the Edwards and Bell

financial operating profit to produce a lower ratio for that

method for 1966.

The net effect of all the adjustments required by the

Edwards and Bell theory flows into the common stock equity.

Therefore, the current liabilities to common stock equity ra-

tio for the Edwards and Bell data was affected by the increase

in the market value of the inventories for 1965 and 1966.

This latter factor accounted heavily toward the Edwards and

Bell data having the higher ratio for 196I4. . The increase in

the market value of the inventories and the upward movement

of the market rate of Interest for 1965 and 1966 were the

main factors responsible for the conventional ratios being

the higher of the two methods for those years.

The current liabilities to common stock equity ratios

were the first ratios in the set to be affected by the Ed-

wards and Bell real concept of profit. Differences did ex-

ist in the money amounts and the real amounts of common stock
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equity for 1961; and 1965. Since those years covered a period

of inflation, the real amounts were less than the money

amounts. The common stock equity amounts were the same for

1966 for both concepts because there was no preferred stock

outstanding that year, and the adjustments for the fictional

elements were made within the equity section leaving the

total equity the same for both concepts. A difference be-

tween the ratio for the money data and the ratio for the real

data was observed for 1961; and 1965 due to the price level

adjustment. In each year, the ratio for the real data was

lower than the ratio for the money data. No difference ex-

isted for 1966 because of the absence of outstanding preferred

stock.

The fixed assets to total equity ratio computed from

the Edwards and Bell data was higher each year than the same

ratio calculated from the conventional data. The continued

increase in the market value of the fixed assets for 1961;

through 1966, recognized by the Edwards and Bell method, at-

tributed to this difference. Also, the differences in the

profit flowing into the retained earnings account affected

the results obtained from the two methods each year for this

ratio.

Activity Ratios

The data processed for Wholesalers, Inc., in accord-

ance with the two methods resulted in variances existing
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between the same activity ratios (Table VI) computed for

each set of data

.

TABLE VI

• WHOLESALERS, INC., ACTIVITY RATI0S
a

Edwards and Bell
Conventional

Ratio Accounting
Current Cost

Money Real

Inventory Turnover (x):

196U. 20.71 20.71 20.71
1965 21.1+0 21.33 21.33
1966 19.61+ 19.51 19.51

Fixed Assets Turnover (x)

:

1961). U8.62 1+8.62 1+8.62

1965 U-U-72 1+3.68 Lt-3.68

1966 55.00 52.1+8 52.1+8

Total Assets Turnover (x):

196!+ 9.03 9.02 9.02
1965 9.10 9.02 9.02
1966 9.99 9.66' 9.86

aSee Appendices L-l thru L-3.

The market value of the inventories was the only fac-

tor that affected the inventory turnover -ratios. Since the

market value of the inventories remained unchanged for 1961+.

no difference existed between the invent ory turnover ratios

computed for the two types of data. The increase in the mar-

ket value of the inventories for the Edwards and Bell data

for 1965 and 1966 caused this ratio to b e higher f<;>r the con-

ventional data for those years. The cos t of sales computation

and the average inventory calculation re fleeted th<3 price

movement of the inventories.
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The same factors affected the fixed assets turnover

ratios and the total assets turnover ratios; therefore, the

differences can be discussed concurrently. Both types cf

ratios exhibited the same relationship between the conven-

tional method and the Edwards and Bell method. In every

case, the computations using the conventional data produced

the higher results. Net sales are recognized on a current

amount basis by the Edwards and Bell theory; therefore, no

differences were created by the use cf net sales in the ra-

tio. The increases in the amount cf fixed assets and the

amount of total assets for the Edwards and Bell data were

caused by the recognition of the increases in the market

value of the fixed assets in all three years for both ratios

and in the market value of the inventories for 1965 and 1966

for the total assets turnover ratio for the Edwards and Bell

data.

Profitability Ratios

The most significant differences between the conven-

tional data and the Edwards and Bell data were observed in

the profitability ratios (Table VII) of Wholesalers, Inc.

The gross operating profit to net sales ratios were

the same for each method for I96I4. because the market value

of the inventories did not change. However, the increase in

the market value of the inventories for 1965 and 1966, rec-

ognized by the Edwards and Bell method, caused an increase
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TABLE VII

WHOLESALERS, INC., PROFITABILITY RATI0S
a

Edwards and Bell
Conventional

Ratio Accounting
Current Cost

Money Real

Gross Operating Profit to
Net Sales (%) :

1961; 1.92 1.92 1.92
1965 1.97 1.76 1.76
1966 2.05 1.78 1.78

Net Operating Profit to Net
Sales (%):

1961; 1.62 1.62 1.62
1965 1.66 1.US 1.1+5
1966 1.76 l.iiS l.U.8

Net Current Operating Profit
to Net Sales {%) :

1961; .82 .82 .82
1965 .88 .67 .67
1966 .90 .62 .62

Net Realized Profit to Net
Sales (%):

1961; - .82 .76
1965 - .88 .80
1966 - .90 .71+

Net Business Profit to Net
Sales (%):

•

1961; - .77 .72
1965 - .98 .89
1966 - 1.00 M

Net Current Operating Profit
to Total Assets (%):

1961; 7.36 7.1x2 7.11-2

1965 8.02 6.06 6.06
1966 9.03 6.11 6.11

Net Realized Profit to
Total Assets {%) :

1961; - 7.36 6.83
1965 - 7.95 7.19
1966 - 8.91 7.31

Net Business Profit to
Total Assets \%) :

1961; - 6. Ql; 6.51
1965 - 8.85 7.99
1966 9.85 8.27

immm®**®:---
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TABLE VII (continued)

Edwards and Bell
Conventional
Accounting

Current Cost
Ratio

Money Real

Net Current Operating
Profit to Common Stock
Equity (%):

1961]. 15.51 15.75 15.76

1965 15. 11+ 11. Ill 11.1|2

1966 16.32 10.89 10.89
Net Realized Profit to

Common Stock Equity (%):
1961; - 15.65 111. 52

1965 - 111-. 97 13.55
1966 - 15.87 13.02

Net Business Profit to
Common Stock Equity {%) :

1961; - 111. 75 13.83
1965 - 16.66 15.05
1966 — 17.51| 111. 73

lSee Appendices L-N.

in the cost of sales and a decrease in the gross operating

profit for the data of that method. The Edwards and Bell

ratios were smaller than the conventional ratios for those

years as a result of the price movement of the inventories.

Although the Edwards and Bell net operating profit

was less than the conventional net operating profit for 1961|,

the difference was nominal, and no variation was observed be-

tween the net operating profit to net sales ratios computed

for the two methods for that year. The minor difference in

the net operating profit was due to the increased amount of

depreciation expense recognized by the Edwards and Boll
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method.

Realized profit and business profit does not exist in

the conventional accounting data and financial statements.

Thus, ratios containing either or both of these factors can-

not be computed for comparison of the two methods. The re-

maining three ratios compared and discussed in this section

are: 1) net current operating profit to net sales; 2) net

current operating profit to total assets; and 3) net current

operating profit to common stock equity.

The impact of the Edwards and Bell theory upon ac-

counting data and financial statements is revealed in the

current operating profit. This figure reflects the signifi-

cance of separating operating income from holding gains. The

Edwards and Bell current operating profit exceeded the con-

ventional amount for I96I4. . The difference was due to the

elimination of amounts attributable to holding activities

consisting of the realized cost saving on depreciation ex-

pense and the realized cost loss on interest expense in the

Edwards and Bell data. For 1965 and 1966, the conventional

current operating profit was more than that amount computed

for the Edwards and Bell method. The difference for 1°6£ re-

. suited from the realized cost savings on the cost of sales

and the depreciation expense and the realized cost loss on

interest expense derived from holding activities being seg-

regated from current operating profit in the Edwards and Bell

data. The separation of operating and holding activities for
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1966 resulted In realized cost savings on cost of sales, de-

preciation expense, and interest expense in the Edwards and

Bell method and caused the difference that year.

Net current operating profit is the current operating

profit less income taxes and preferred dividends. The

amounts for income taxes and preferred dividends are the same

for the two methods; thus, no differences are created by the

factors used to compute net current operating profit.

The net current operating profit to net sales ratio

for 1961}. was the same for each method. Although the Edwards

and Bell net current operating profit was the larger amount,

the difference was nominal, and no variation existed between

the ratios for each method. The Edwards and Bell ratios for

1965 and 1966 were lower than the conventional ratios for

those years. The lesser amount of the Edwards and Bell cur-

rent operating profit, as explained in the preceding material,

was the cause of the difference.

The Edwards and Bell net current operating profit to

total assets ratio was higher than the conventional ratio

for 1961;. The difference was due to the greater amount of

current operating profit computed for the Edwards and Bell

data. The increase in the total assets for that data was

relatively minor and did not materially affect the results.

The ratios for the conventional method were higher for 1965

and 1966 because of the smaller amount of current operating

profit resulting from the Edwards and Boll method. The
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significant increases in the amount of total assets recognized

in the Edwards and Bell data for those years contributed to

lessen the effect upon the differences created by the lower

Edwards and Bell current operating profit.

Differences existed between the net current operating

profit to common stock equity ratios for each method computed

for all three years. For 196)+, the Edwards and Bell ratio

was higher because of the effect in that data of the lesser

amounts of current operating profit and retained earnings.

The retained earnings amount was lower due to the business

profit being less than the conventional current operating

profit. The lower current operating profit and the higher

retained earnings computed for the Edwards and Bell data ac-

counted for those ratios being lower for 1965 and 1966. The

recognition of operating activities and holding activities

in the Edwards and Bell method caused material differences

to exist in the current operating profit computed in accord-

ance with the two methods for those years. The Edwards and

Bell amount was appreciably smaller. Business profit for

those years was greater than the conventional current oper-

ating profit. That caused the Edwards and Bell retained

earnings to be higher for both years.

A difference in the net current operating profit to

common stock equity ratio for the money data and the real

data existed in the Edwards and 3ell method for 1961+ and

1965. The presence of outstanding preferred stock and the
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subsequent price level adjustment of it in the real data for

those years created the difference. No difference existed

for 1966 because there was no preferred stock outstanding.



CHAPTER IV

FINANCIAL DATA EVALUATION

The decision-making process of the financial manager

includes an evaluation phase of the financial ratios of the

firm. Therefore, an evaluation of the differences that ex-

isted between the ratios computed for the conventional method

and the Edwards and Bell method of processing the Wholesalers,

Inc., accounting data was necessary to determine the impor-

tance of the Edwards and Bell theory for the purpose of this

paper.

The fact that some of the differences were as little

as one-half of one percent did not mean that it was an insig-

nificant variance. In cases where these ratios involved

large dollar amounts, some of the differences represented an

excess of one-half million dollars. Also, because of the re-

lationship of the factors in the ratios, the magnitude of the

dollar amount of the difference in the factors was not re-

vealed. The evaluation of the differences existing between

the ratios for the two methods was made within the framework

of the four areas of concern, previously outlined, to the

financial manager. Therefore, significant importance was

attached to a difference for purposes of one decision and

lesser or no importance for another decision-making process.
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Liquidity Position

The liquidity position of the firm is a major respon-

sibility of the financial manager. The financial ratios re-

flecting the liquidity position of Wholesalers, Inc., indi-

cated relatively minimal effects from the application of the

Edwards and Bell theory to the accounting data. It was noted,

however, that an appreciable leverage effect does result from

the movement in the price level index and the market rate of

interest. This characteristic becomes significant if the

dollar amounts used in the adjustments are sizable.

The differences amounting to an increase of $5,76h. and

$12,I}.67 for I96I4. and 1965, respectively, and a decrease for

1966 of $8,852 in the Edwards and Bell current liabilities

did not weigh heavily in the evaluation of the liquidity posi-

tion of Wholesalers, Inc., for those years. The amount of in-

ventories for the Edwards and Bell data for 1965 was $219,5^0

more than that amount for the conventional data. For 1966,

the same trend in that difference amounted to $216,697. These

amounts produced only slight differences in the current ratio

and the inventory to working capital ratio for 1965 and 1966.

The minimal effect upon the liquidity position was

supported by the fact that ratio analysis of the liquidity

position of a firm would be insufficient as a means for basic

decision purposes. A complete cash analysis utilizing a cash

budget is a necessity to complete a liquidity position
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appraisal

.

Leverage Position

The ability of the financial manager to achieve a

favorable financial leverage in the financial operation of

a business is a desired goal. The financial data developed

by the Edwards and Bell method that was used in the calcula-

tion of the leverage ratios indicated major changes in the

financial operating profit, common stock equity, total equity,

fixed assets, and interest expense. The importance of those

changes in financial decisions was reflected in the interest

coverage ratio.

The financial operating profit for the Edwards and

Bell method was $8,209 less for 1961;, $965,039 less for 1965,

and $1,370,632 less for 1966 than the conventional method

amount. The interest coverage ratio for Wholesalers, Inc.,

for each of the years observed was quite adequate for both

methods. However, the contribution from operating activities

was clearly identified in the Edwards and Bell data.' The sig-

nificance of the inclusion of holding activities in the con-

ventional data was evidenced by the differences that existed

in the ratios computed for both methods.

The cost of the debt, represented by this ratio, is

incurred as a result of the determination in the financial

plan of a firm that the firm can produce a return in the

operation of the business from the use of debt funding in
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excess of the cost of the debt. Therefore, proper evaluation

of this ratio requires that only the results from operating

activities be included in its computation. The material ef-

fect, evidenced by the Wholesalers, Inc., data for the Ed-

wards and Bell method, points to the fact that holding activ-

ities can contribute significantly to a satisfactory ratio

resulting from conventional accounting methods. The finan-

cial manager in this situation would accept the present debt,

and possibly incur new debt, and subsequently be faced with

the problem of why current operations cannot meet the expense

of the debt in the event of adverse price movements.

The presence of cumulative preferred stock increases

the importance of the concept of operating activities versus

holding activities in the Edwards and Bell theory when ana-

lyzing the results obtained from the preferred dividend cov-

erage ratio.

For 196)4., the amount of the interost expense for the

Edwards and Boll data was over 1)\. percent less than the con-

ventional amount and over 7 percent loss for 1965. The dif-

ference, amounting to $S>1,363 for those two years, provided

an early indication of the need to review the financial

structure of the firm. An analysis and a projection of the

future money market would guide the decision to refinance at

more favorable terms, if possible.

While material changes did occur in other financial

data when processed in accordance with the Edwards and Bell
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method, their effect upon the leverage position, as evidenced

by the ratios computed, was not of the magnitude to warrant

changes in financial leverage decisions.

Activity Position

The use of the resources of the firm is indicated by

the activity ratios. Conditions of overtrading on the as-

sets, excessive investments, and idle capacity are the major

guidelines established for the financial manager by these

ratios. The fixed assets turnover ratio for Wholesalers,

Inc., exhibited the only major difference between the two

methods relevant to the activity position.

The Edwards and Bell fixed assets turnover ratios

were less than the same conventional ratios for 1965 and

1966. The difference of $239,636 more for the amount of

fixed assets in the Edwards and Bell data for 1965 accounted

for the turnover to be 1.0); times lower for that data. For

1966, that amount was $L|.26,7l6 more than the conventional

amount and resulted in a difference of 2.52 times less activ-

ity for the Edwards and Bell method. While that difference

did not signal a need for action to improve the activity po-

sition of the firm, an indication was given to view the prof-

itability position with a critical eye as a result of the

greator value of assets being owned by the firm.
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Profitability Posit:ion

The profitability position of Wholesalers, Inc., in-

dicated the greatest degree of change and the most signifi-

cant effects from the application of the Edwards and Bell

theory to their accounting data. The
;

profit figures pre-

sented in Table VIII give effect to the impact of the Edwards

and Bell method upon accounting data.

Table VIII

WHOLESALERS, INC., OPERATING PROFIT AMOUNTS**
(Dollars)

Edwards and Bell
Conventional

Profit Accounting
Curren.t Cost

Money Real

Gross Profit:
1961; 19,591,660 19,591,660 19,591,660
1965 25,261+, 1^25 21;. 329,569 21;, 329, 569

1966 26, 711;, 393 25,1;02,838 25,1+02,838
Gross Operating Profit:

1961; 6,055,606 6,055,606 6.055,606
1965 8,855,760 7,920,901; 7,920,901;
1966 10,007,250 8,695,695 8,695,695

Net Operating Profit:
1961; 5,106,891 5,098,682 5,098,682
1965 7J;50,979 6,l;85,9l;0 6,l;85,9l;0

1966 8,600,522 7,229,890 7,229,890
Financial Operating

Profit:
196); 5,1;87,381; 5,li79,175 5,1;79,175
1965 8,036, 861; 7,071,825 7,071,825
1966 8,905,877 7,535,21;5 7,535,2l;5

Current Operating Profit:
1961; 5,307,720 5,325.685 5,325,685
1965 7,706,9l;9 6,767,099 6,767.099
1966 8,587,329 7,199,925 7.199,925

a
See Appendices M-l thru M-3.



The movement of the price index for the inventories

began in 1965, and the Edwards and Bell gross profit was

$931}., 856 less than the conventional amount because of the

change in the price index. For 1966, the same type of dif-

ference occurred but in the amount of $1,311,555. Those dif-

ferences in the gross profit represented more than 12 and l5

percent of the conventional current operating profit reported

for 1965 and 1966, respectively.

The potential profit that exists from holding activ-

ities associated with the inventories is revealed in the Ed-

wards and Bell method. This information is of significant

value to the financial manager. The evaluation of the risk

represented by the inventories is determined by making a pro-

jection of the trend for the prices of the inventories.

Through the coordinated efforts of the purchasing function

and the selling function, the inventories can be established

at optimal levels and the changes in selling prices, where

possible, and the timing of them can be determined to maxi-

mize the gross profit. The financial manager is able to plan

the financial operations of the firm within an informed en-

vironment with this current information. Also, his knowledge

of the current operations and the current position is improved

through the use of the Edwards and Bell data.

Selling and administrative expenses are accounted for

on a current amount basis by the Edwards and 3ell theory;

therefore, no additional differences were present in the
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Interest expense and its importance were discussed in earlier

parts of this paper. The separation of operating activities

from holding activities produced differences of $17,965 more,

$939,850 less, and $1, 387 , I4.OI4. less current operating profit

for 1961+ , 1965, and 1966, respectively, for the Edwards and

Bell method than for the conventional method. Thus, over 12

percent for 1965 and over 16 percent for 1966 of the amount

reported as conventional current operating profit was attrib-

utable to the holding activities of Wholesalers, Inc. The

percentage for 1961+ was negligible. These differences were

further reflected in the net current operating profit for

each year.

The net current operating profit to net sales ratios

are presented in Figure 1. The divergent trends from 1961+

through 1966 of these ratios for each method are illustrated.

Conflicting results were computed concerning the operations

of the business. The conventional ratios could have caused

the financial manager to take no action if those ratios met

the goals set for them in planning. Also, since the ratios

exhibited an upward trend, indications for further analysis

were minimized. The Edwards and Bell ratios, on the other

hand, presented the actual results of the operating activ-

ities of Wholesalers, Inc., for the period observed. The

financial manager would have been alerted to the need for

additional analysis to dofcormlno the causal factors and
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FIGURE 1

WHOLESALERS, INC., NET CURRENT OPERATING
PROFIT TO NET SALES

The amount of net current operating profit for each

method for each year is set forth in Table IX. Also, net

realized profit and net business profit are included for

comparative purposes.

The combined effect of a smaller amount of net current

operating profit and a larger amount of assets for the Ed-

wards and Bell data for 1965 and 1966 was displayed by the

net current operating profit to total assets ratios (Figure

2). The operations of Wholesalers, Inc., were on a rising

trend and at an increasing rate according to the conventional
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ratios. However, the separation of operating activities

from holding activities for the Edwards and Bell ralSlo data

resulted in a downward trend for the ra tio for 1965 and a

slight rising trend for it for 1966. The financial manager'

s

evaluation of the operations of the bus iness could not have

been the same for the two sets of data presented in their re-

spective statements. The Edwards and 3ell data indicated that

the favorable ratio trend was dependent upon factor:5 outside

the control of the bus iness

.

TABLE IX

WHOLESALERS , INC., NET PROFIT AMOUNTS a

(Dollars)

Edwards and Bell
Conventional Current Cost

Net Profit Accounting
Money Real

Net Current Operating
Profit:

1961; 2,S7U,l+08 2,592,373 2,592,373
1965 3,956,602 3,016,752 3,016,752
1966 k tkl9,W? 3,032,OU3 3,032,01+3

Net Realized Profit:
1961; - 2, 571;, 1+08 2,387,505
1965 - 3,956,602 3.577.731
1966 - L^19,W7 3,621;, 212

Net Business Profit:
196k - 2,U27,0l5 2,27!i,522
1965 - k,hOh,75k 3,97k, 522
1966 "• k, 883, 699 k, 100, 663

See Appendices M-l thru M-3.

The financial manager is primari ly concerned with the

decisions based upon factors controllab le within the firm.
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These decisions are made within a knowledgeable framework of

the effects of the uncontrollable, external factors upon the

future operations of the business.

Percent
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Conventional Accounting
Edwards and Bell Accounting

1961+ 1965 1966 Year

FIGURE 2

WHOLESALERS, INC., NET CURRENT OPERATING
PROFIT TO TOTAL ASSETS

The interests of the owners are a basic responsibility

of the financial manager. The net current operating profit

to common stock equity ratio indicates the rate of return



that the common stockholders are receiving on their invest-

ment in the business. Figure 3 provides a visual comparison

of the rate of return for each method for each year and the

movement of the rate for each method' during the period se-

lected for study. While both methods exhibited a downward

trend for this ratio for 1965, the Edwards and Bell ratio

declined to a much lower value than did the conventional ra-

tio. The movement of the ratios for the two methods was in

opposite directions for 1966. The rate of return indicated

by the Edwards and Bell data appraised the operating activ-

ities of Wholesalers, Inc., in a realistic manner.

The two sets of data for Wholesalers, Inc., exhibited

material differences in the reported profits each year which

created significant effects upon the ratios used to evaluate

the profitability position of the operations of the firm.

Thus, two different conclusions for the same phase of the

operations were possible. The existence of that situation

emphasizes the impact of the Edwards and Bell theory upon

financial analyses.

Money realized profit is the same as conventional cur-

rent operating profit. The difference between money realized

profit and money current operating profit is the amount of

realized cost savings and realized capital gains for the cur-

rent period represented by the holding activities, as defined

by Edwards and Bell, of the firm. Conventional accounting

methods do not have an identical counterpart for money



realized profit; therefore, further comparisons between the

results obtained from each method were not possible.
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FIGURE 3

WHOLESALERS, INC., NET CURRENT OPERATING
PROFIT TO COMMON STOCK EQUITY

Money business profit is the sum of the money current

operating profit and the total amount of realizable cost sav-

ings and the realizable capital gains for the ctirrent period

represented by tho holding activities, as defined by Edwards

and Boll, of tho firm. Tho difference between money realized
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profit and money business profit is the unrealized portion

of the realizable co3t savings and the realizable capital

gains for the current period. No comparison of money busi-

ness profit was possible since it is unique to the Edwards

and Bell method.

Real realized profit and real business profit were in-

cluded in the presentation of the Edwards and Bell data in

this paper to show the effects of the price level adjustments

proposed in their theory. The real purchasing power of the

reported profits was represented by their dollar amounts.

The maximizing of money profits also maximizes real profits;

therefore, comparison with real data was not necessary for

the purposes of this paper.

The relationships of the various types of profits and

of their trends during the period observed is presented in

Figure 1|. The trends of the various profits reflected the

results of the activities of Wholesalers, Inc. In addition,

the respective Edwards and Bell profits disclosed the effects

of separating operating activities from holding activities,

recognizing the realizable profits, segregating the realized

portion from the realizable profits, and eliminating the fic-

tional element from the money profits.

The chart (Appendix A) and the selected graphs (Appen-

dices B thru K) Illustrate the amounts and relationships of

the various profit concepts, their movements during the pe-

riod studied, and their effocts upon financial ratios.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

The accounting data and information supplied to the

financial manager for use in analyzing the activities of the

firm should be timely and accurate. The analysis should dis-

close the results of past activities of the business, the fi-

nancial statements should present the current position of the

firm, and these factors should form a base for planning fu-

ture business operations.

The preparation and presentation of the financial

statements of Wholesalers, Inc., in accordance with the con-

ventional accounting method and the Edwards and Bell method

provided two sets of financial analysis source material for

each fiscal year. The financial data and ratios computed

from these statements produced financial indicators for each

fiscal year that were different in a majority of the cases.

Significant variations in the results of past activities of

the business for each fiscal year were indicated by the two

methods. Based upon these indicators, analyses used in the

decision-making process would have been different in many

instances; therefore, financial decisions and actions would

have varied as a result of the disclosed differences.

The process of financial analysis focuses upon net in-

come derived from the traditional operating concept. Income

statements prepared in accordance with the conventional
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current operating concept most nearly approach the ideal for

financial analysis purposes. In effect, the Edwards and Bell

theory is an application of that concept but with a different

interpretation of operating activities. Also, a literal def-

inition of current activities is advanced in their theory.

The Edwards and Bell current concept injects an ele-

ment of significant value into accounting data. Their clear

distinction between operating activities and holding activ-

ities provides meaningful supplementary accounting data.

Financial ratios calculated from data processed in accordance

with the Edwards and Bell theory and the conclusions drawn

from those ratios are generally materially different from the

results obtained when the source of information is conven-

tional accounting data.

The short-term solvency of the firm is generally meas-

ured by the liquidity ratios. Since only the current accounts

are used in these ratio calculations and the Edwards and Bell

theory treats the current accounts as being en a current basis

as is, with the exception of inventories, decisions Concerning

the firm's solvency are not materially altered by the use of

the Edwards and Bell method. However, it is noted that the

current ratio can be materially changed because of its inclu-

sion of inventories adjusted to their current cost. Other

ratios are more relevant to determining the level of inven-

tories to be maintained by the firm. Therefore, a decision

to shift out of short-term funds into long-term funds to
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finance the higher current cost of operations is probably the

only change in liquidity decisions that can result from the

application of Edwards and 3ell method. The early detection

of this need for a change in the financial structure of the

firm is a distinct advantage to the financial manager in per-

forming his planning function.

Decisions relating to the composition of the financial

structure of the firm and the risks of debt financing are

based upon the leverage ratios. The Edwards and Bell method

introduces significant differences in these ratios thus cre-

ating a potential for changes in financial decisions. The

financial manager uses the leverage ratios as a basis for

decisions relating to whether additional funds should be se-

cured by long-term borrowing or by the issuance of capital

stock, the ability of the firm to incur additional fixed

charges on debt, the feasibility of refinancing the present

debt at lower interest rates, and the proper balance between

the components of the financial structure to Insure a favor-

able position in the money market.

The recognition by the Edwards and Bell method of the

current cost of the assets, the present value of the long-

term debt, and the market rate of interest introduces factors

affecting the leverage ratios and the above decisions based

upon conventional accounting ratios will either be reinforced

or reversed.

The Edwards and Boll activity ratios exhibit important
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of rising prices, the Edwards and Bell ratio will be lower

than the conventional accounting ratio; therefore, an early

indication is given to the financial manager of the need for

reviewing the selling prices of the firm's products. The

conventional accounting ratio delays revealing this trend and

can cause the firm to suffer an unnecessary reduction in sales

revenues

.

The net operating profit to net sales ratio measures

the profitability of the firm's operating activities. Since

the Edwards and Bell method eliminates the element of capital

gains present in conventional accounting methods from this

ratio, a lower profit position is disclosed by their ratio

in the case of rising prices. Decisions concerning promo-

tional efforts, cost control, and expansion of operations are

based upon this ratio. These types of decisions require an

accurate statement of the net operating profit and its rela-

tionship to net sales. If the firm is receiving a significant

contribution to this profit figure from capital gains result-

ing from holding activities, the contribution to profit from

operating activities, or its lack of, is disguised and the

financial manager Is misinformed in his decisions regarding

the operating activities of the firm.

The net current operating profit tc net sales, net cur-

rent operating profit to total assets, and net current oper-

rating profit to common stock equity ratios serve as overall

Indicators of the firm's operations. Those ratios suffer
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material deficiencies for decision-making purposes under con-

ventional accounting practices. The financial manager ob-

serves these ratios first in his evaluation of operation;

therefore, the initiation of further analyses depends upon

the proper disclosure of operation by these ratios.

Major decisions relating to the level of operations,

size of plant, asset composition, and stockholder's interests

are developed as a result of the evaluation of the latter

three ratios. Since these decisions are generally o± a long-

term nature, errors based on inaccurate data can have a pro-

longed and deleterious effect upon the firm.

The financial manager uses the various types of profit

amounts as key indicators and basic factors in the analyses

of the firm. Accounting for the activities of a business in

accordance with the Edwards and Bell current concept mini-

mizes the overstatement or understatement of profit. Realis-

tic profit amounts are presented as an aid in the financial

decision-making process

.

The use of current costs of asset services provides

the essential information relevant to decisions to use an

asset's services, to sell an asset, to replace an asset, or

to produce a product. A margin of error is introduced into

analyses using historic costs of asset services during pe-

riods of changing prices. For example, a decision based upon

historic cost analyses to replace an asset could result in a

return of less than that planned or even a loss could occur
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because of increased depreciation expense resulting from the

higher current cost of the asset.

The Edwards and Bell method produces financial data

that indicates the current cost of funds being used to fi-

nance the operation of the business. The financial manager

is currently informed concerning decisions involving the ac-

quisition or retirement of capital. He is guided toward the

optimum financial structure for the firm.

Historical cost accounting data injects a high degree

of uncertainty into the position of the stockholders. The

absence of the current characteristic from the accounting

data prevents the financial manager from using meaningful

data in fulfilling his responsibility to the stockholders.

Conventional accounting data of a firm could reveal highly

profitable past operations and an above average return on the

stockholders' investment for those years. Also, the market

value of the firm's stock would be high because of reported

favorable profits. The major portion of the assets of the

firm, being old and acquired during a period of lower prices,

are to be replaced during the present fiscal year. The ef-

fects of the now higher current cost of the newly acquired

assets reduces the rate of return on the stockholders' in-

vestment to an unsatisfactory level for the present year and

probably for a number of future years. A lower market value

for the firm's stock would exist during the period of lew

profits

.
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The need for additional capital could arise during

this latter period and present several obstacles to the fi-

nancial manager of the firm. The low profit position would

not attract capital investors, the low market value of the

stock would require a greater number of shares to be issued

to acquire a given amount of capital, and the stockholders

would not be interested in investing additional funds in the

business. The lack of current cost information places the

financial manager at a considerable disadvantage in his

function.

The Edwards and Bell theory contends that a business

performs both operating activities and holding activities.

Therefore, an operating management function and a holding

management function exists within a firm. The financial man-

ager is placed within this environment in his decision-making

processes. He must not only concern himself with the inter-

nal evaluation by management of these functions, but must

also give cognizance to the evaluation of management of these

functions by external interests. The Edwards and Bell method

furnishes the financial manager with the information neces-

sary to appraise these factors.

Traditional financial statements present a hazardous

basis, for use by the financial manager in analyses comparing

his firm with other firms and with the industry. Hidden in-

efficiencies exist in these statements due to the different

acquisition dates and costs of the assets. Profits are
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overstated or under stated in the income statements and dis-

torted balance sheet values are presented. Meaningful com-

parisons become a matter of coincidence under these circum-

stances. The Edwards and Bell statements do not suffer from

these deficiencies.

Knowledgeable financial managers are aware of specific

and general price movements, and they recognize to a limited

extent the effects of these movements upon business opera-

tions. They can and do make mental adjustments for these

factors in their analyses; however, such adjustments are at

best rough estimates. The Edwards and Bell techniques of ap-

plication produce accounting data and financial statements

that disclose the effects of price movements. Their method

makes use of the body of knowledge relevant to these factors

and minimizes the degree of error created by the absence of

these elements in analyses.

Business operations are conducted within a dynamic

economy and a full knowledge of the economic forces is essen-

tial to management. The intelligent allocation of resources

requires a full knowledge of the environment potentials with-

in which a decision is to be made. The efficient use of re-

sources calls for informative feedback to guide the decision-

making processes. The Edwards and Bell method fulfills these

needs of the financial manager. Decisions based upon data

processed in accordance with their theory should result in

greater output from and cyclical stability in the operation
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of the firm. Also, as these latter two results occur within

each firm, the total economy would evolve toward this optimal

state .

The fulfillment of the first two objectives of this

paper and the preceding resume warrant the conclusion that

accounting data prepared in accordance with the Edwards and

Bell theory produces material changes in and significant ef-

fects upon the financial analyses used by financial managers.

The recognition of the effects of the Edwards and Bell

theory upon financial analyses would require that financial

managers revise their interpretation of the affected finan-

cial indicators and/or develop new standards of evaluation

for these indicators. If only the interpretations changed,

the present standards could remain unchanged. However, the

adherence to the distinction between operating activities and

holding activities in the accounting data should result in

the development of a new set of standards and interpretive

guidelines for each financial indicator. The latter would

seem to be the wise course of action to follow currently.
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APPENDIX A

PROFIT AMOUNT BY TYPE AND YEAR

Millions of
Dollars
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APPENDIX B

PROFIT TREND BY TYPE FOR PERIOD 1961;- 1966

Millions of
Dollars
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Accounting Current Operating Profit and Edwards
and Bell Money Realized Profit

Edwards and Bell Current Operating Profit
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Edwards and 3ell Real Business Profit
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APPENDIX C

NET CURRENT OPERATING PROFIT TO TOTAL ASSETS

Percent
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—
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Conventional Accounting
Edwards and Bell Accounting

1966 Year
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APPENDIX D

NET REALIZED PROFIT TO TOTAL ASSETS

Percent
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"
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1961; 1965 1966 Year
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APPENDIX E

NET BUSINESS PROFIT TO TOTAL ASSETS

Percent
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1961+ 1965 1966 Year

Current Cost-Money
Current Cost-Real
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APPENDIX F

NET CURRENT OPERATING PROFIT TO NET SALES

Percent

1961; 1965 1966 Year

Conventional Accounting
Edwards and Bell Accounting
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APPENDIX' G

NET REALIZED PROFIT TO NET SALES

Percent

196I4. 1965 1966 Year

Current Cost-Money
Current Cost-Real
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APPENDIX H

NET BUSINESS PROFIT TO NET SALES

1961; 1965 1966 Year

Current Cost-Money
Current Cost-Real
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APPENDIX I

NET CURRENT OPERATING PROFIT TO COMMON STOCK EQUITY

Percent
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APPENDIX J

NET REALIZED PROFIT TO COMMON STOCK EQUITY

Percent
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APPENDIX K

NET BUSINESS PROFIT TO COMMON STOCK EQUITY

Percent
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APPENDIX L-l

WHOLESALERS, INC., FINANCIAL RATIOS
DECEMBER 26, 1961;

Edwards and Bell
Data
Items Ratio

Conventional
Accounting

Current Costa

Money Real

1/6 Acid-Test Ratio (x) .39 .39 .39
2/6 Quick Ratio (x) 1.00 1.00 1.00
3/6 Current Ratio (x) zJkk z.hh 2.kh

26/9 Inventory to Working
•

Capital {%) 100.31 100.35 100.35
8/12 Total Liabilities to

Total Equity (%) 100.60 102.59 102.59
18/28 Interest Coverage (x) 30. Sk 35.70 35.70
18/(28 Preferred Dividend

+29) Coverage (x) 21+.98 28.32 28.32
6/11 Current Liabilities to

Common Stock Equity (%) 69.07 69.72 69.75
1+/12 Fixed Assets to Total

Equity {%) 37.25 37.85 37.85
iV-S Inventory Turnover (x) 20.71 20.71 20.71
13A Fixed Assets Turnover (x) 1+8.62 14-6 .26 1+8.26

13/5 Total Assets Turnover (x) 9.03 9.02 9.02
16/13 Gross Operating Profit to

Net Sales (%) 1.92 1.92 1.92
17/13 Net Operating Profit to

Net Sales {%) 1.62 1.62 1.62
22/13 Net Current Operating Profit

to Net Sales {%) .82 .82 .82
23/13 Net Realized Profit to

Net Sales (%) - .82 .76
21+/13 Net Business Profit to

Net Sales {%) - .77 .72
22/5 Net Current Operating Profit

to Total Assets (%) 7.36 7.U2 7.1+2
23/5 Net Realized Profit to

Total Assets {%) - 7.36 6.83
21+/5 Net Business Profit to

Total Assets {%) MB 6.91+ 6.51
22/11 Net Current Operating Pro.fit

to Common Stock Equity (%) 15.51 15.75 15.76
23/H Net Realized Profit to

Common Stock Equity {%) - 15.65 11+.52
21+/11 Net Business Profit to

Common Stock Equity {%) - 114..75 13.83

Average-of-Period Dollars •
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APPENDIX L-2

WHOLESALERS, INC., FINANCIAL RATIOS
DECEMBER 2J>, 1965

Edwards and Sell

Data Conventional Current Costa

Items . Ratio Accounting
Money Real

1/6 Acid-Test Ratio (x) .32 .32 .32

2/6 Quick Ratio (x) .91 .91 .91

3/6 Current Ratio (x) 2.33 2.3U 2.3*4-

26/9 Inventory to Working
Capital (%) 10U.98 102+.99 10ii..99

0/12 Total Liabilities to
Total Equity {%) 83.10 82.77 82.77

18/28 Interest Coverage (x) 2l|.36 23.21 23.21
18/(28 Preferred Dividend

+29) Coverage (x) 21.73 20.51 20.51
6/11 Current Liabilities to

Common Stock Equity {%) 63. 10 62 .h3> 62.24-7

I4./I2 Fixed Assets to Total
Equity (%) 37.26 37.73 37.73

1U./25 Inventory Turnover (x) 21. k0 21.33 21.33
13/i4. Fixed Assets Turnover (x) iUl.72 I4.3.68 24-3-66

13/5 Total Assets Turnover (x) 9.10 9.02 9.02
16/13 Gross Operating Profit to

Net Sales {%) 1.97 1.76 1.76
17/13 Net Operating Profit to

Net Sales {%) 1.66 1.1+5 1-24-5

22/13 Net Current Operating Profit
to Net Sales (%) .88 .67 .67

23/13 Net Realized Profit to
Net Sales ( %) - .88 .80

224./I3 Net Business Profit to
Net Sales {%) - .98 .89

22/5 Net Current Operating Profit
to Total Assets (%) 8.02 6.06 6.06

23/5 Net Realized Profit to
Total Assets (%) - 7.95 7.19

2I4/5 Net Business Profit to
Total Assets {%) - 8.85 7.99

22/11 Net Current Operating Profit
to Common Stock Equity {%) 15.114- 11 .I4I 11 J|2

23/11 Net Realized Profit to
Common Stock Equity (%) - 124.97 13.55

2I4/II Net Business Profit to
Common Stock Equity (%) - 16.66 15.05

Average-of-Period Dollars.
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Data
Items

APPENDIX L-3

WHOLESALERS, INC., FINANCIAL RATIOS
DECEMBER 31, 1966

Ratio
Conventional
Accounting

Edwards and 3ell
Current Cost

Monev

1/6 Acid-Test Ratio (x)

2/6 Quick Ratio (x)

3/6 Current Ratio (x)

26/9 Inventory to Working
Capital (%)

8/12 Total Liabilities to
Total Equity {%)

18/28 Interest Coverage (x)

18/(28 Preferred Dividend
+29) Coverage (x)

6/11 Current Liabilities to
Common Stock Equity

[+/12 Fixed Assets to Total
Equity {%)

Ik/2$ Inventory Turnover (x)

13/1+ Fixed Assets Turnover
13/5 Total Assets Turnover
16/13 Gross Operating Profit

Net Sales {%)

17/13 Net Operating Profit t

Net Sales {%)
22/13 Net Current Operating

to Net Sales {%)

23/13 Net Realized Profit to
Net Sales (%)

2l|/l3 Net Business Profit to
Net Sales {%)

22/5 Net Current Operating
to Total Assets (%)

23/5 Net Realized Profit to
Total Assets {%)

21+/5 Net Business Profit to
Total Assets {%)

22/11 Net Current Operating
to Common Stock Equi

23/11 Net Realized Profit to
Common Stock Equity

2I4./II Net Business Profit to
Common Stock Equity

.21

.89
2.1*5

80.80
27.96

59J+9

.21

.89
2.14-6

78.11+
22.1+7

57.82

Real

.21

.89
2.1*6

103.31 103.25 103.25

78. ll|.

22.1+7

57.82

(x)

(x)
to

32.85
19.61+
55.00
9.99

2.05

33.1+8
19.51
52.1+8
9.86

1.78

33.1+8
I9w5i
52.1+8
9.86

1.78

Profit
1.76

.90

1.1+8

.62

1.1+8

.62

- .90 .71+

Profit
9.03

1.00

6.11
"

.81+

6.11

- 8.91 7.31

Profit
ty (%) 16.32

9.85

10.89

8.27

10.89

(%) - 15.87 13.02

(%) _ 17.51+ 11*. 73

Average-of-Period Dollars.
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APPENDIX M-l

WHOLESALERS, ![NC.. FINANCIAL DATA
DECEMBER 26, 1964

(Dollars)

Edwards and Bell
Data Conventional

Accounting
Current Cost*

No. Item Money Real

1 Cash Assets 4, 507, 691; 4,507,694 4,507,694
2 Quick Assets 11,1+15,1158 11,415,458 11,415,458
3 Current Assets 27,941,297 27,941,297 27,941,297
4 Fixed Assets 6,14.81,907 6,530,578 6,530,578
5 Total Assets 34,908,740 34,957,411 34,957,411
6 Current Liabilities 11,466,836 11,472,600 11,472,600
7 Long-Term Liabilities 6,039,601 6,229,901 6,229,901
8 Total Liabilities 17,506,437 17,702,501 17,702,501
9 Working Capital 16,474,461 16,468,697 16,468,697

10 Preferred Stock Equity- 800,000 800,000 807', 383
11 Common Stock Equity- 16,602,303 16,454,910 16,4+7,527
12 Total Equity 17,1+02,303 17,254,910 17,254,910
13 Net Sales 315, 163,543 315,163,51x3 315,163.543
14 Cost of Sales 295,571,883 295,571,883 295,571,883
i5 Gross Profit 19,591,660 19,591,660 19,591,660
16 Gross Operating Profit 6,055,606 6,055,606 6,055,606
17 Net Operating Profit 5,106,891 5,098,682 5,098,682
18 Financial Operating

Profit 5,487,384 5,479,175 5,479,175
19 Current Operating

Profit 5,307,720 5,325,685 5,325.685
20 Realized Profit - 5,307,720 5,120,817
21 Business Profit - 5,160,327 5,007,834
22 Net Current Operating

Profit 2,574,408 2,592,373 2,592,373
23 Net Realized Profit - 2,574,408 2,387,505
24 Net Business Profit - 2,427,015 2,274,522
25 Inventories (average) 14,271,295 14,271,295 14,271,295
26 Inventories 16,525,839 16,525,839 16,525,839
27 Depreciation 948,715 956,924 956,924
28 Interest 179,664 153,490 153,490
29 Preferred Dividends 40,000 40 , 000 40,000

aAverago-of-Period Dollars.
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APPENDIX M-2

WHOLESALERS

,

INC., FINANCIAL DATA
DECEMBER 25, 1965

Edwards and Bell
Data Conventional Current Cost u

Accounting
No. Item Money Real

1 Cash Assets 5,285,216 5,285,216 5,285,216
2 Quick Assets 15,003,096 15,003,096 15,003,096
3 Current Assets 38,W, 196 38,666,736 38,666,736
k Fixed Assets 10,035,509 10,275,11+5 10,275,11+5
5 Total Assets 1+9,310,851 1+9,770,027 149,770,027
6 Current Liabilities 16,1+88,228 16,500,695 16,500,695
7 Long-Term Liabilities 5,892,010 6,037,960 6,037,960
8 Total Liabilities 22,380,238 22,538,655 22,538,655
9 Working Capital 21,958,968 22,166,01+1 22,166,01+1

10 Preferred Stock Equitj 800,000 800,000 819,073
11 Common Stock Equity 26,130,613 26,1+31,372 26,1+12,299
12 Total Equity- 26,930,613 27,231,372 27,231,372
13 Net Sales 1+1+8,812,068 1+1+8,812,068 1+118,812,068

Ik Cost of Sales 1+23,51+7,61+3 l+2l+;i+82',l+99 1+21+, 1+82, 1+99

15 Gross Profit 25,261+, 1+25 2l+,329,569 2li,329,569
16 Gross Operating Profit 8,855,760 7,920,901+ 7,920,90li
17 Net Operating Profit 7,1+50,979 6,1+85,91+0 6,1+85,91+0
18 Financial Operating

Profit 8,036,861+ 7,071,825 7,071,825
19 Current Operating

Profit 7,706,91+9 6,767,099 6,767,099
20 Realized Profit - 7,706,91+9 7,328,078
21 Business Profit - 8,155,101 7,724,669
22 Net Current Operating

Profit 3,956,602 3,016,752 3,016,752
23 Net Realized Profit - 3,956,602 3,577,731
2k Net Business Profit - l+,l+Ol+,751+ 3,97l+, 522
25 Inventories (average) 19,788,788 19,898,558 19.898,558
26 Inventories 23,051,737 23,271,277 23,271,277
27 Depreciation l,l+Ol+,78l 1,1+31+, 961+ 1,1+31+, 961+

28 Interest 329,915 30l+,726 30l+,726

29 Preferred Dividends 1+0 , 000 1+0,000 1+0,000

a
Ave rage- of- Period Dollars

.
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APPENDIX M-3

WHOLESALERS, INC
DECEMBER

.
, FINANCIAL DATA
31, 1966

Edwards and Bell
Data Conventional

Accounting
Current Cost a

No. Item Money Real

1 Cash Assets 3,kl7,k23 3,14.17,14.23 3,kl7,k23
2 Quick Assets lk,3kk,197 lk,3kk,197 lk,3kk,197
3 Current Assets 39,388,314-1 39,605,038 39,605,038
k Fixed Assets 8,89l|., 76k 9,321,14.80 9,321,k80
5 Total Assets 14-8,950,660 k9, 59k, 073 k9, 59k. 073
6 Current Liabilities 16,106,673 16,097,821 16,097,821
7 Long-Term Liabilities 5,769,14-38 5,656,692 5,656,692
8 Total Liabilities 21,876,111 21,75k, 513 2i,75k,5i3
9 Working Capital 23,281,668 23,507,217 23,507,217

10 Preferred Stock Equity - - -

11 Common Stock Equity- 27,07k,5k9 27,839,560 27,839,560
12 Total Equity 27,07k,5k9 27,839,560 27.839,560
13 Net Sales 14.89,217,305 1;89,217,305 39,217,3
111 Cost of Sales 14.62,502,912 [4.63, 8lk, k67 k63,8lk,k67
15 Gross Profit 26,71k, 393 25,k02,S38 25,k02,838
16 Gross Operating Profit 10,007,250 8,695,695 8,695,695
17 Net Operating Profit 8,600,522 7,229,890 7,229,890
18 Financial Operating

Profit 8,905,877 7,535, 2k5 7,535,2k5
19 Current Operating

Profit 8,587,329 7,199,925 7,199,925
20 Realized Profit - 8,587,329 7,792,09k
21 Business Profit - 9,051,581 8,268,5k5
22 Net Current Operating

Profit k,kl9,kk7 3,032, 0k3 3,032,0k3
23 Net Realized Profit - k,kl9,kk7 3, 62k, 212
2k Net Business Profit - k,883,699 k, 100, 663
25 Inventories (average) 23,552,550 23,770,669 23,770,669
26 Inventories 2l4-,053,363 2I4., 270,060 2k, 270,060
27 Depreciation 1,J4.06,728 l,k65,805 l,k65,805
28 Interest 318,514-8 335,320 33.5,320
29 Preferred Dividends — ~ —

Average-of-Period Dollar;
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APPENDIX N-l

WHOLESALERS, INC., BALANCE SHEET
DECEMBER 26, 1961+

Conventional
Accounting

Edwards and Bell
Current Costa

Moneyb Real"

Current Assets
Cash
Marketable Securities
Notes and Receivables

(net)
Inventories
Other Current Assets

Total Current Assets

Fixed Assets
Property, Plant and
Equipment (net)
Total Fixed Assets

Other Assets
Prepaid Expense
Investments
Total Other Assets

Total Assets

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Other Current Liabilities
Current Portion of Long-
Term Debt
Total Current

Liabilities

Long-Term Liabilities
Notes Payable
Other Long-Term

Liabilities
Total Long-Term

Liabilities
Total Liabilities

Equity
Proferred Stock, $%

cumulative, $100 par
Common Stock, #2.50 par
Excess Paid-in Capital
Retained Earnings
Reserves

Total Equity
Total Liabilities

and Equity

a.

$ 1+,1+08,321 $ 1+,1+08,321 $ l+,lx08,321

99,373 99,373 99,373

6,907,761; 6,907,761; 6,907,761+
16,525,839 16,525,839 16,525,839

$27.91+1.297 $27.9111,297 S27.9iq.29~

$ 6.14.81.907 | 6.530,578 § 6.530.578
$ 6,~bl.9Q7 | 6.530.578 f~330,578

$ 196,898 $ 196,898 $ 196,898
288,638 288.638 288.638

1 1+85:536 J H85.536 S ij.ti5.536

f31-i-.9o5.7a.O $31+, 957,1+11 $31+. 957.1x11

$5 8,971,81+6 $ 8,971,81+6 $ 8,971,81+6
2,31$, 1+72 2,315,1+72 2,315,1+72

179,518 185.282 185.282

$11,1+66,836 $11.1+72.630 #1 1.1+72.600

| 5,936,132 ft 6,126,1+32 $ 6,126,1+32

103,1+69 103.1+69 103.1x69

I 6,039,601 $ 6.229.901 $ 6,229,901
$17.506.1+3 7 $17.702,501 $17.702, ^0T

ft 800,000 ft 800,000 $ 807,383
1+, 690, 1+80 1+, 690, 1+80 1+, 733,757
3,160,911 3,160,911 3,190,069
8,672, 1)1+5 8 , 525 ,052 8 , 1+1+5, 23U

78.1+67 78.1+67 _' 78 .1x67

$17.1+02.30 3 $17.251+. 910 ?a7~~~ ,910

ft
^31+. 908, 71+0 $31+. 957,1x11 ^3l+. 9 57.1+11

Avorage-of-Period Dollars.
bThese amounts differ only in the equity section which

includes price level adjustments in the real column.
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APPENDIX N-2

WHOLESALERS, INC., BALANCE SHEET
DECEMBER 25, 1965

Conventional
Accounting

Edwards and Bell
Current Cost a

Money 1' Real'

Current Assets
Cash
Marketable Securities
Notes and Receivables

(net)
Inventories
Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets

Fixed Assets
Property, Plant and
Equipment (net)
Total Fixed Assets

Other Assets
Prepaid Expenses
Investments
Total Other Assets

Total Assets

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Other Current Liabilities
Current Portion of Long-
Term Debt
Total Current

Liabilities

Long-Term Liabilities
Notes Payable
Other Long-Term Liabilities
Total Long-Term

Liabilities
Total Liabilities

Equity
Preferred Stock, $%

cumulative, $100 par
Common Stock, $2.50 par
Excess Paid-in Capital
Retained Earnings
Total Equity
Total Liabilities

and Equity

$ 4,133,355 % 4,133,355
1,151,861 1,151,861

9,717,880 9,717,880
23,051,737 23,271,277

392.3 63 392,363 ,

$38.1i47.196~ $38.666.735 S38.666.73b

4,133,355
1,151,861

9,717,880
23,271,277

392.363

$10.035.509 $10. 275. IkS Sl0.275.lii5

fl0T035.509 SlO.275.Hl5 S10.275.I45

$

1

332,979 I
14.95. 167
828,146 I

332,979 $
495.167
"82b lEo" I

332,979
495.167
b 2b. 146

^49.310.851 S49.770.027 gl9.770.027

$12,632,085 $12,632,085 $12,632,085
3,383,725 3,383,725 3,383,725

472.418 484.885 48Ii.885

ftl6.li.88. 228 $16,500.695 $16.500.695

$ 5,528,686 $ 5,674,636 $ 5,674,636
363,324 363.3214- 363.324

I 5.892,010 I 6.037.960 S 6.037.960
$22.380.230 $22, 538.6,Sb o22. ^b.o^S

$ 800,000 $ 800,000 $ 819,073
6,031, 745 6,031,745 6,175,569
k, 983, 110 4, 983, 110 5,101,944
15,115,758 15,416,51 7 15.134.786

$26.930.613 S27.231.372 $27,231.37 2

$49.310.8 51 $49.770.02 7 SV). 770. 027

aAverage-of-Period Dollars.
"These amounts differ only in the equity section which

Includes price level adjustments in the real column.
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APPENDIX N-3

WHOLESALERS, INC., BALANCE SHEET
DECEMBER 31, 1966

Current Assets
Cash
Marketable Securities
Notes and Receivables

(net)
Inventories
Other Current Assets

Total Current Assets

Edwards and Bell
Conventional Current Cost a

Accounting Money" Real"

$ 2, 31-1-6, 1+09 $ 2,31+6,1+09 $ 2,3116,1+09

1,071,011+ 1,071,011+ 1,071,011+

10,926,771+ 10,926,771+ 10,926,771+
2l+, 053,363 21]., 270, 060 2l+,270,060

990.781 990,781 990,781
$39,388,31+1 S39.605.038 $39,605,038

Fixed Assets
Property, Plant and
Equipment (net)
Total Fixed Assets

$ 8. 89k. 76a $ 9.321,1+80 $ 9. 321,1+80

§ 8,891+, 761+ $ 9.321.1+80 $ 9.321.1x80

Other Assets •

Prepaid Expenses
Investments
Total Other Assets

Total Assets

$ 267,611+ $ 267,611+ $ 267,6lL+
399.91+1 3Q9.9lil 399.91+1

$ 667.553' 1 667.555 t 667,555
$1+8.950,660 Sl+9,5911.073 31i9.59a.073

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable $12, 323,14+2 $12,323,1+1+2 $12,323, 1+1+2

Other Current Liabilities 3,368,910 3,368,910 3,368,910
Current Portion of Long-
Term Debt l+H+,321 Ii05\li69 1+05,1:69

Total Current
Liabilities $16. 106,673 $16,097,821 Sl6.0°7,821

Long-Term Liabilities
Notes Payable
Other Long-Term

Liabilities
Total Long-Term

Liabilities
Total Liabilities

$ 5,273,901 $ 5,161,155 $ 5,161,155

1+95,537 1+95.537 1+95,537

$ 5.769.1+38 $ 5,656,692 $ 5.656.692
$21,876,111 5)521,751+, 513 $21,751+, 313

Equity
Cormon Stock, $2.5) par
Excess Paid-in Capital
Retained Earnings

Total Equity
Total Liabilities

and Equity

$ 5,903,1+15 $ 5,903,1+15 $ 6,239,11+1+
l+,9l+l|.,352 l+,9l+)+,352 5,225,51+5
16,226,782 16,991,793 16,371+,871

$27,071+, 5J|9 $27,839,560 $27,839,560

$) 1.8 , 9 50 . 6 60 $1 1 9 , 59)+. , 7 3 $1 1.9 , 591+ . 7

3

^Average -of-Period
°These amounts diff

includes price level adjus

Dollars

.

er only in the equity section which
tments in the real column.
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APPENDIX 0-1

WHOLESALERS, INC., RETAINED EARNINGS STATEMENT*
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 26,1961}.

Edwards and Bell
Conventional Current Cos
Accounting

Money Real

Retained Earnings,
Beginning Balance $ 6.318.062 j 6.318.062 $ 6.318,06 2

Retained Earnings Acquired
through Acquisitions (net) $ 983,1x76 $ 983,1x76 $ 983,1+76

Accounting Profit 5,307,720
Business Profit - g. 160.327 g. 007. 83k

Total Additions $ 6.291.195 $ 6,ll4.3,80~ $ 5.991,31

Sub-Total $12.609.258 $12 .U61.865 $12.309.37 2

Income Taxes $ 2,693,312 $ 2,693,312 $ 2,693,312
Cash Dividends 1.2k3.g01 1.2li3.501 1.2li3.501

Total Deductions ig 3. 936. ml $ 3.936.513 $ 3,936,813

Sub-Total $ 8.672.UJ.5 $ 8.525.052 $ 8. 372. 559

Price Level Adjustment $ z $ - $ 72.675

Retained Earnings, Ending
Balance jj

8.672.1ilx5 $ 8.525.052 $ 8,iJ-i5.23a

aThe format differs from those used in practice in
order to conform to the Edwards and Bell theory and to present
the data in a comprehensive manner.

Average-of-Period Dollars .
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APPENDIX 0-2

WHOLESALERS, INC., RETAINED EARNINGS STATEMENT 21

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 25, 1965

Edwards and Bell
Conventional Current Costb

Accounting M Real

Retained Earnings,
Beginning Balance $ 8.672.1x^5 $ 8.525,052 $ 8 . lxlig . 2 3li

Retained Earnings Acquired
through Acquisitions (net) $ li,li00,662 # li, 1x00, 662 $ lx,li00, 662

Insurance Reserve 78 , Lj.67 78, It67 78,1x67
Accounting Profit 7,706,91x9
Business Profit - 8.155.101 7.72lx.86 9

Total Additions $12.186.078 $12.6311.230 ll2.203.99B"

Sub-Total $20.858.523 $21.159.282 $20 . 61x9 . 232

Income Taxes $ 3,710,3^-7 $ 3,710, 3l;7 $ 3,710, 3^-7

Cash Dividends 1,859,655 1,859,655 1,859,655
Reorganization Charge (net) 88,069 88,069 88,069
Minority Interest 8lx.69lx 81i.69 lx 81x.69lx

Total Deductions $ 5,7li2.765 $ 5.71x2.765" % 5.7^2.765

Sub-Total $15 . 115 . 758 $15.1x16.517 $llx,906.1x67

Price Level Adjustment f z $ - $ 228.319

Retained Earnings,
Ending Balance $15. 115.758 $l5.1il6.5x7 $l5.13li.786

aThe format differs from those used in practice in
order to conform to the Edwards and Bell theory and to present
the data in a comprehensive manner.

Average-of-Period Dollars.
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APPENDIX 0-3

WHOLESALERS, INC., RETAINED EARNINGS STATEMENT*
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1966

Edwards and Bell
Conventional Current Costb

Accounting ~|
"

Money Real

Retained Earnings,
Beginning Balance $15. 115.758 $l5,lq6.5l7 $1$. 13k. 766

Liquidation of Subsidiaries $ 9,078 $ 9,078 $ 9,078
Accounting Profit 8,587,329
Business Profit - 9.0gl.g8l 8,268.51-4-5

Total Additions | 8.596,11.07 $ 9.060.659 $ 8. 277. 623

Sub-Total $23.712.165 $21.4.. 1+77.176 $23.lil2.1;09

Income Taxes $ k, 167, 882 -1? k, 167, 882 $ U,l67, 882
Cash Dividends 2,009,35U 2,009,35k 2,009, 35k

' Acquisitions 1,277,000 1,277.000 1,277.000
Minority Interest 31.1k7 3Qk7 31.1k7

Total Deductions f 7.li85.383 $ 7.^85.3^3 $ 7.1x65.3^3

Sub-Total $16.226.782 $16,991.793 $15.927.026

Price Level Adjustment $ - $ - | kh.7 . 8k5

Retained Earnings,
Ending Balance $16.226.782 $16.991.793 $l6.37k.871

aThe format differs from those used in practice in
order to conform to the Edwards and Bell theory and to present
the data in a comprehensive manner.

Average-of -Period Dollars.
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APPENDIX P-l

WHOLESALERS, INC . , INCOME STATEMENT FOR
THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER_ 2d>, 1961;

Conventional Edwards sind Bell
Accounting Current ; Cost

Net Sales

Profit Profi.t a

$315,163,5^3 $315,163,5^3
Other Income 380, U93 380. [i93

Total Income $315,510;. 036 5315.5104.036

Operating Costs:
Cost of Sales $295,571,883 $295,571,883
Selling and Administra-

tive Expenses ll|,Ii8i;,769 ll;,li92,978

Interest 179.661;
$310,236,316

15:$. 14-90

Total Operating Costs $310. 21t5.351

Current Operating Profit 1 5". 307.720 $ 5,325,685

Realized Cost Savings (Losses):

Money Real

On Cost of Sales ft
- $( 180,250)

On Depreciation 8,209 7,352
On Interest ( 26.17U ( 26.171;)

Total Realized Cost
Savings (Losses) ti 17.965) $( 199.072)

Realized Capital Gains ( Lo sses) :

On Net Money Claims 1
- IC 5.796)

Total Realized Capital
Gains (Losses) t

- ft( 5.796)

Realized Profit $5 ,307,720 3 5.120.817

Realizable Cost Savings (Losses):
On Net Money Claims $ -

ft( 5,796)
On Inventories -

( 114.0,11.98)

On Investments -
( 2,697)

On Fixed Assets 56,880 2,753
On Long-Term Liabilities ( 222,238) ( 171.613)
Total Realizable Cost

Savings (Losses) li 165.358) ft( 317.851)

Business Profit n .160.327 ft 5, 00 7, 83k

a
Average-of-Perlod .Dollars

.
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APPENDIX P-2

WHOLESALERS, INC., INCOME STATEMENT FOR
THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 25, 1965

Net Sales
Other Income

Total Income
Operating Costs:

Cost of Sales
Selling and Administra-

tive Expenses
Interest
Total Operating Costs

Current Operating Profit

Conventional
Accounting

Profit

$14-^8,812,068
585.885

JBW?. 397.953

Edwards and 3ell
Current Cost

Profit a

Wl.8,812,068
' 585.885
$hk9 . 397 . 9^3

^23,5^7,61+3 fe2l*, 1+82, 1+99

17,813,1^6
329.91

'

$^4-1.691.00

I 7.706,91+9

Realized Cost Savings (Losses):
On Cost of Sales
On Depreciation
On Interest
Total Realized Cost

Savings (Losses)
Realized Capital Gains (Losses):

On Net Money Claims
Total Realized Capital

Gains (Losses)

Realized Profit

Realizable Cost Savings (Losses):
On Net Money Claims
On Inventories
On Investments
On Fixed Assets
On Long-Term Liabilities
Total Realizable Cost

Savings (Losses)

Business Profit

17,81+3,629
30li.726

^Ii2. 630. 85H

$ 6,767,099

Money Real

i 93M56 $ 579,271
30,183 13.110

( 25.189 ) J 30 ".979 )

$ 939.850 S 56l.lj.02

& - |i U23 )

* a21)

$7.706.91+9 $ 7,328,078

5 - |.( 1+23)

1,151*, 396 768,619
( 7,591)

221,114.8 58,325
12,1+58 138. 81+0

$1,388,002 $ 957.770

$8,155.101 $ 7.721+.S69

Average-of-Period Dollars.
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APPENDIX P-3

WHOLESALERS, INC., INCOME STATEMENT FOR
THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1966

Conventional Edwards and Bell
Accounting Curren t Cost

Profit Profit a

Net Sales $1+89,217,,305 $4.89, 217, 305
Other Income 305.355 305.355

Total Income $4.89.522, 660 •^89.52 2,660
Operating Costs:

Cost of Sales $1+62,502, 912 #14.63,811^67
Selling and Administra-

tive Expenses 18,113,.871 18,172,914-8
Interest 3lB.,51+8 335.320

Total Operating Costs $1+50,935,331 » 2, 322. 7 35

Current Operating Profit $ 8.587. 329 $ 7,199,925

Realized Cost Savings (Losses):
Mone y Real

On Cost of Sales $1 ,311,555 $ 573,326
On Depreciation 59,077 15,251
On Interest 16,772 ( 14-37)

Total Realized Cost
Savings (Losses) $1 .367.l4.Oli $ 588. 1U0

Realized Capital Gains (Losses):
On Net Money Claims $ - $ 5,14-02
On Investments

Total Realized Capital
-

( 1.373)

Gains (Losses) $ - $ a. 029

Realized Profit $8 .587,329 $ 7.792,091;

Realizable Cost Savings (Losses):
On Net Money Claims $ - $ 5,l402
On Inventories 1,,308,712 632,831;
On Investments —

( 12,71+9)
On Fixed Assets 214.6,157 ( 32,718)
On Long-Term Liabilities 296.787 li75.85l

Total Realizable Cost
Savings (Losses) |1,,851.656 $ 1.068.620

Business Profit $9,,o5i,58i $ 8, 26S. 5! 1

5

aAverage-of-Period Dollars.
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APPENDIX Q

WHOLESALE PRICE INDICES
(1957-59 = 100)

Item 1963
a

196I;
a

1965
b

1966
b

Foods and feeds, processed 101.1 101.0 106.7 113.0

Durable goods 101.0 102.1*. 103.7 106.0

aU. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business
Economics. "3usiness Statistics," 1§65 Biennial Edition
(Washington, D . C . : U. S. Government Printing Office),

p. U3.

b
U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business

Economics. "Survey of Current Business," Vol. lj.7, No. !(.

(Washington D. C: U. S. Government Printing Office,
April, 1967), P. S-8.
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APPENDIX R

CONSUMER PRICE INDICES
(1957-59 100)

Item 1963
a

1961|
a

1965
b

1966
b

All items 106.7 108.1 109.9 113.1

a
U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business

Economics. "Business Statistics," 1965 Biennial Edition
(Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office),

P. 39.

U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business
Economics. "Survey of Current Business," Vol. 1+7, No. k
(Washington D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office,
April, 1967), P. S-7.
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APPENDIX S

BOND AND STOCK YIELDS
CORPORATE BONDS-TOTAL

Rate

Year Percent
Per Annum

1961;
a

U-.57

1965
b kM

1966
b $.%

a"Federal Reserve Bulletin," January, 1966, p. 72

b"Federal Reserve Bulletin," June, 1967, p. 1005.
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APPENDIX T

GLOSSARY

Average-of-period dollars. The current costs and current
values in effect at the mid-point in the fiscal period.

Business profit. The sum of current operating profit and
realizable cost savings.

Current cost. The cost currently of acquiring the inputs
which the firm used to produce the asset being valued.

^

Current operating profit. The excess over a period of the
current value of output sold over the current cost of the
related inputs.

^

Current values. Values actually realized during the current
period for goods or services sold.

3

Financial operating profit. Net operating profit plus other
income minus other expense.

Gross operating profit. Gross profit minus selling and
administrative expenses, excluding depreciation expense.

Gross profit. Net sales minus cost of sales.

Money amounts. Current money amounts.

Net business profit. Business profit minus income taxes
and preferred dividends.

Net current operating profit. Current operating profit
minus income taxes and preferred dividends.

Net operating profit. Gross operating profit minus deprecia-
tion expense .

Edgar 0. Edwards and Philip W. Bell,. The Theory and
Measurement of Business Income (Berkeley and Los Angeles,
California: University of California Press, 1965), p. 79.

2
Ibid., p. 115.

3Ibid .. p. 79.
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Net realized profit. Realized profit minus income taxes and
preferred dividends.

Real amounts. Current money amounts adjusted for price level
changes

.

Realizable cost savings. The increase in the current cost
of assets while held by the firm during the fiscal
period.

^

Realized capital gains. The excess of proceeds over (depre-
ciated) historic costs on the irregular sale or disposal
of assets.

5

Realized cost savings. The excess of the current cost over
the historic cost of inputs used in oroducing output
sold. 6

Realized profit. The sum of current operating profit,
realized cost savings, and realized capital gains.

^Ibid .. p. 115.

Slbld .. p. 115.

6
Ibid .. p. 115.
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Financial ratios serve the financial manager as basic

tools in his decision-making process. The accounting data

and the financial statements prepared from them provide the

basis for these ratios. The validity of the ratios is par-

tially a function of the accurateness of the accounting data.

Conventional accounting practices have long been criticized

for numerous voids in fulfilling the needs of financial re-

porting in a dynamic economy.

The Edwards and Bell theory advances the necessary

concepts and their applications to eliminate the major lim-

itations attendant to current accounting data. The determi-

nation of the effect of the Edwards and Bell methods upon

financial ratios was the objective of this paper.

A cooperating firm was selected and they supplied the

financial statements and selected accounting data. The

Edwards and Bell techniques of application were applied to

the accounting data and financial statements were prepared

from the adjusted data. A set of financial data for each

method was generated to provide the basis for computing the

financial ratios.

Selected financial ratios were computed; one set was

calculated using conventional accounting data and the other

set was computed from the Edwards and Bell data. A compari-

son was made between the two sets of financial ratios to

determine if material and significant differences existed

between these ratios. Based upon these findings, an
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evaluation of the effects of the Edwards and Bell theory upon

financial ratios was made.

Material differences were exhibited in the financial

data produced in accordance with the Edwards and Bell method.

The significance of these differences was disclosed in the

financial ratios and the decision-making processes based upon

the ratios.

Ratios applicable to the current analysis of the firm

were affected to a limited degree by the Edwards and Bell

theory. The treatment of the majority of the current accounts

on a current cost basis by the Edwards and Bell method ac-

counted for these nominal differences. The inventory adjust-

ment was the major factor influencing specific current ratios.

This adjustment, if material, can introduce important changes

in the decision-making process.

The impact of the Edwards and Bell theory had a pro-

nounced effect upon ratios reflecting the adjustments involv-

ing financial transactions serving more than one fiscal

period. These adjustments were necessary to equate the posi-

tion of the firm with the dynamic economic environment within

which the firm operates. The decision-making bases demon-

strated significant potentials for altering the financial

managers evaluation of the firm's operations and the subse-

quent decisions to be made by him.

The Edwards and Bell theory makes a clear distinction

between the operating activities and the holding activities
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of the firm. This distinction creates the major difference

between the conventional accounting ratios and the Edwards

and Bell ratios. These significant differences enable the

financial manager to intelligently evaluate the contribution

of these activities to the firm.

The use of the financial r atios prepared in accordance

with the Edwards and Bell theory indicates the need to either

revise the interpretations applied to the majority of the

financial ratios presently used or develop new standards for

these ratios as guidelines in the decision-making process of

the financial manager.


